LOGISPEED: INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS FOR INTRALOGISTICS.
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Ideas in motion.

A MASTERPIECE
OF GERMAN
ENGINEERING.
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GREAT IDEAS
NEED SPACE
TO
DEVELOP.

AT THE BEGINNING, ONE QUESTION
WAS PREOCCUPYING US:
IS IT POSSIBLE TO DEVELOP AND BUILD A PERFECT,
TECHNICAL SYSTEM WHICH COULD TAKE EXISTING
NOTIONS OF INTRALOGISTICS TO A WHOLE NEW
DIMENSION OF EFFICIENCY?

YES, IT IS.
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GREAT IDEAS
NEED FLEXIBILITY –
AND FLEXIBLE
THINKING.
If you want to redefine the principles of intralogistics, many
conditions must be met. Above all, a groundbreaking idea is required as well as a customer who is enthusiastic about this idea
and brave enough to support it. Bünting group of companies in
Leer with its logistics center in Nortmoor is one such customer.
Its vision and ambition to extend its own central warehouse are
perfectly in line with the philosophy of Complete Logistics Systems international GmbH (CLSi) based in Leer. Here, individual,
intralogistic system solutions are developed and built under the
Logispeed product group label.
The most stringent quality criteria are hereby complied with –
typically “Made in Germany”. A positive aspect is that CLSi, as
a subsidiary of the renowned Logaer Maschinenbau GmbH which
was founded in 1974, can rely on the extensive knowledge
and skills of qualified staff and on state-of-the-art production
machines. Precisely in this way, CLSi was able to set things in
motion and achieve a lot at Bünting.

Bünting’s objective:
to reorganise and channel the operational product flows while at
the same time reducing running costs.
Our solution for Bünting:
project planning, development and production of a system which
guarantees maximum product availability at the right time, sustainably accelerates loading processes and in doing so, takes the
structural conditions on site into account to the greatest extent.
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The extension to the existing central warehouse provided the
physical framework of the Logispeed system solution for the
customer.
The surface area of 33.6 x 30.0 metres and ceiling height
of 17.0 metres gave the CLSi project team the best conditions for
a sophisticated system layout and future-oriented engineering.
The advantages are significant:
• precise scheduling of commodity flows
• careful and safe order picking in advance of required goods
• considerably shorter yard times thanks to quicker loading
and unloading processes
• reduction in vehicle fleet = environmentally friendly
• reduction in the number of shop floor vehicles
• reduction in the number of truck parking spaces in the ramp area
• efficient use of available storage volume
which means increased flow of goods in comparably less space
• reduction in labour costs and ancilliary labour costs due
to efficient use of personnel
Incidentally, the mobile transport unit in this system solution is
the express lift which can be moved in three dimensions.
It means that the use of personal and traditional shop floor vehicles in the central area of the system can be dispensed with.

HERE’S WHAT IT
LOOKS LIKE
WHEN A GREAT IDEA
BECOMES REALITY.
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2.
3.
4.
1.
A first look at the entire Logispeed system

1. Order picking/Loading

2. Intermediate warehousing

3. Loading

4. Transport

In this section of the system, all charges are individually
assembled from storage and brought to the Logispeed
cargo bases which are almost at ground level using shop
floor vehicles. They represent what you could call the
“heart” of the system.

In this project, the fully system-compatible Logispeed express rack comprises 40 rack compartments in total. This
system module is used for the intermediate warehousing
of loaded or empty cargo bases. Since the compartments
can be used very flexibly, truck arrival times which are
impossible to schedule exactly can be optimally compensated for.
If necessary, the picked and secured goods are available
here – ready for rear loading into the truck.

The Logispeed express lift, measuring 14.40 metres in
height and with a total weight of approx. 30 tons, is the
rail-guided connecting element between the order picking unit, the compartments of the express rack and the
truck loading bays. It saves time in the three-dimensional
movement of the cargo base:
up/down, left/right and forwards/backwards.

The vehicle modifications required to accommodate the
Logispeed cargo base are so minor that full conventional
use of the vehicle remains guaranteed. The necessary
conversion work can be carried out within a short time.

reveals the extent of its potential.
The flow of goods can be divided into four
areas:
1. Order picking/Loading
2. Intermediate warehousing
3. Loading
4. Transport
Thanks to the Logispeed system components, these four areas have been functionally interlocked in such a flexible way,
that the flow of goods features a level of
efficiency and economy not yet achieved
within the entire intralogistics sector.

These mobile aluminium platforms which weigh 800 kg
and are mounted on ball bearings are designed for loads
of up to 25 metric tons and can be loaded with almost
any type of individually packaged goods, e.g. pallets,
bags, coils, skeleton containers or goods stored and carried in lengths, excluding bulk goods and liquids.
The most important thing is to ensure that the overall
surface dimensions and the maximum height specified
are not exceeded.
Loaded Logispeed cargo bases are “parked” in the eight
compartments at ground level provided for this purpose in
the express rack until required for further transporting.
For reasons of occupational safety, these garages are secured with automatic roller shutter doors. Manual labour
is no longer necessary from this point onwards.
Only a single system operator is needed to control the
entire system safely and simply “from the outside”.

The dimensions of the compartments correspond to the
size of the cargo base. This has been adapted to the net
loading volume of the vehicles.
Eight compartments at hall floor level (W x H x D 2.62 x
2.40 x 14.00 metres for each compartment) serve primarily for manual loading and unloading as order picking
units, but can also be used as additional storage units for
loaded or empty cargo bases.
The 32 upper compartments are used exclusively for the
intermediate warehousing of cargo bases.

The express lift can access any number of order picking
or storage units of the express rack and truck transfer stations (ramps) and pick up or put down loaded or empty
cargo bases there. This system component thus also
takes on the task of directly loading or unloading trucks.
A complete loading and unloading process only lasts
approx. 9 minutes – which is an amazing figure compared to traditional loading methods.
The result: quicker loading processes, loading bays are
freed-up more quickly and vehicle throughput times are
shorter.

Logispeed system components are integrated under the
trailer ensuring that it is precisely positioned for loading
at the ramps. This means that the cargo base will not get
wedged on the truck walls while the cargo base moves in
and out.
A TÜV-approved, automatic mechanism secures the
cargo base when it is in the vehicle.
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BEHIND THIS
LIES TRUE
GREATNESS –
IN EVERY RESPECT.

Logispeed express lift approaching a rack compartment

Logispeed
express rack
with order picking
units,
back view

Spacious compartments of the sturdy Logispeed express rack

The individual components of the system are made from suitable, resilient materials. The use of high-quality steels, highperformance drive mechanisms and state-of-the-art control
and regulation equipment ensure exemplary reliability and
durability.
No wonder that the TÜV approved the system for everyday operation following careful testing. This everyday operation confirms
its unique functionality and economy. Furthermore, it proves that
the system contributes to sustainably reducing running costs in
spite of a comparably high initial investment. This favourably
influences the amortisation period.
Economic factors such as improved occupational safety with less
personnel, careful product handling, less vehicles and loading
stations and structured processes for order picking are advantages that Bünting can count on as of now.

Logispeed cargo base being loaded into a truck from the rear

Loaded
Logispeed
cargo base
before loading
onto the truck

THE WHOLE IS
AS GREAT AS
THE SUM OF ITS
INDIVIDUAL PARTS.
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Farsighted planning and the ability to react to unforeseeable
challenges as regards goods traffic thanks to large reserves have
never been easier.
The result is clear to see. Every day.
Take, for example, the goods shelves of numerous subsidiaries
of the successful Bünting group of companies.
Are you successful, too? Would you like to know which Logispeed
system solution is suitable for your company?
Then tell us about your wishes and expectations regarding the
future of intralogistics. Let us take these as our standard and
convince you of our competence.
Why shouldn’t our next project be your project – be it in the
field of procurement, production or sales logistics, shuttle traffic, just-in-time delivery or in the field of deliveries to central
warehouses or branch operations. Complete Logistics Systems
international GmbH is ready to face any challenge.

YOUR GOODS –
FASTER ON THE ROAD
AND FASTER TO
THEIR DESTINATION.
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IN THE END, THE QUESTION THAT IS PREOCCUPYING
US IS THIS: WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO GIVE US THIS
SPACE TO DEVELOP? We look forward to seeing you for an advisory meeting on your own
premises or within the context of a product
presentation with no obligation at our Engi-

OPTIMAL PERSPECTIVES
FOR
VISIONARIES.

neering Centre in Leer.

!

THE FIRST
STEP
IS YOUR
INQUIRY.
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Further information can be found at:
Complete Logistics Systems international GmbH
Hohe Loga 68
26789 Leer
Tel. +49 (0)491 97928-140
Fax +49 (0)491 97928-144
info@clsi-leer.de
www.clsi-leer.de
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